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Abstract
We study abstract linear partial dierential equations in Banach spaces
and/or Banach lattices related to size-structured population models with spa-
tial diusion and their dual problems. We introduce mild solutions through
semigroup theory and characteristic method and investigate dierentiability
of mild solutions. Existence of a unique mild solution is shown. Also, a
comparison result is obtained as well as the boundedness of mild solutions
is investigated in the Banach lattice setting. Furthermore, we consider the
dual problems, and then we introduce weak solutions and establish their
uniqueness.
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1. Size-structured population models with diusion
Let us consider a biological population living in a habitat 
  Rn with
smooth boundary @
. Let p(s; t; x) be the population density of size s 2
[0; sy] at time t 2 [0; T ] in position x 2 
, where sy 2 (0;1) is the nite
maximum size, T 2 (0;1) is a given time. As usual, the spatial diusion is
represented by Laplacian k with diusion coecient k > 0 and we assume
the individuals do not move outside of 
 through the boundary @
. Denote
by g(s; t) the growth rate of the individuals of size s and time t. Let (s; t; x)
and (s; t; x) be the mortality and reproduction rates, respectively, of size s
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at time t in position x. Let us denote by f(s; t; x) and C(t; x) the inows of s-
size and zero-size individuals, respectively, from outside of the environment.
Put 
T := (0; T )  
, Q := (0; sy)  
, QT := (0; sy)  (0; T )  
 and
T := (0; sy) (0; T )@
. Size-structured population models with diusion
is formulated as follows:
@tp+ @s(g(s; t)p) = kp(s; t; x)  (s; t; x)p(s; t; x) + f(s; t; x);
in QT ;
g(0; t)p(0; t; x) = C(t; x) +
Z sy
0




(s; t; x) = 0; on T ;
p(s; 0; x) = p0(s; x); in Q:
9>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>;
(1)
We assume that the mortality rate (s; t; x) has the form (s; t; x) = 0(s; t)+e(s; t; x) with the natural mortality rate 0(s; t) independent of position x
and the other factor e(s; t; x) depending on position x. The natural mortality
0(s; t) is nonnegative but not assumed bounded while e(s; t; x) is bounded
but not assumed nonnegative. We also assume the reproduction rate (s; t; x)
is bounded.
Let A be the realization of Laplacian k in Lq(
), q 2 (1;1), with the
Neumann boundary condition, that is
D(A) =

 2 W 2;q(
)





A = k for  2 D(A):
Recall that A generates an analytic semigroup fT (t) j t  0g in Lq(
) and




). See e.g. [2, 5, 13]. Dene the bounded linear operators M(s; t)
and B(s; t) in Lq(
) by
[M(s; t)](x) = e(s; t; x)(x); [B(s; t)](x) = (s; t; x)(x)
for  2 Lq(
) and let [C(t)](x) := C(t; x). Then (1) can be transformed to
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the following problem in X = Lq(
):
@tp+ @s(g(s; t)p) = [A  0(s; t)I  M(s; t)]p(s; t) + f(s; t);
(s; t) 2 ST ;
g(0; t)p(0; t) = C(t) +
Z sy
0
B(s; t)p(s; t) ds; t 2 [0; T ];
p(s; 0) = p0(s); s 2 [0; sy];
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(2)
where unknown p(s; t) is an Lq(
)-valued function.
Size-structured population models without diusion have been studied in
[1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] etc. Webb [15] has studied structured population
models with age, size and position in connection with semigroup theory,
where the reproduction process is described by individuals of age zero and
each size s. Compared with [15], our models are focused rather on size-
structure and the reproduction process is described by individuals of size zero.
Also, our models are inhomogeneous type with the growth rate depending on
size and time while [15] deals with the homogeneous models with the growth
rate depending only on size.
We develop the abstract theory of partial dierential equations in Ba-
nach spaces or/and Banach lattices. This enables us to treat size-structured
population models with spatial diusion in rigorous and unied way.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the setting of
the problem of abstract partial dierential equations in Banach spaces with
suitable assumptions. In Section 3, we introduce mild solutions through semi-
group theory and characteristic methods, and then we derive some properties
of mild solutions. We show the existence of a unique nonnegative mild so-
lution in Section 4, where nonnegative is described by the positive cone in
ordered Banach space. We establish a comparison result and the bounded-
ness properties in Banach lattice setting. We also investigate dual problems
in Section 5 and show the existence of solutions to the dual problems. In
Section 6, we introduce weak solutions and establish the uniqueness of the
weak solution.
2. Abstract problems
Let X be a Banach space with norm k k. Let sy 2 (0;1) and T 2 (0;1)
be xed and set ST := (0; sy) (0; T ) and ST := [0; sy] [0; T ]. We consider
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(2) as the abstract partial dierential equation in X:
@tp+ @s(g(s; t)p) = [A  0(s; t)I  M(s; t)]p(s; t) + f(s; t);
a.e. (s; t) 2 ST ;
g(0; t)p(0; t) = C(t) +
Z sy
0
B(s; t)p(s; t) ds; a.e. t 2 (0; T );
p(s; 0) = p0(s); a.e. s 2 (0; sy):
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(3)
Here unknown p(s; t) is an X-valued function and the following hypotheses
are imposed:
(H1) g : ST ! [0;1) is continuous, g(s; t) > 0 for (s; t) 2 ST , g(s; t) is of
C1-class with respect to s 2 (0; sy) for each t 2 [0; T ] and there exists
a constant Lg > 0 such that j@sg(s; t)j  Lg.
In addition, we assume that g(s; t) satises one of the following four
cases:
Case 1 : g(0; t) > 0 and g(sy; t) > 0 for each t 2 [0; T ],
Case 2 : g(0; t) > 0 and g(sy; t) = 0 for each t 2 [0; T ],
Case 3 : g(0; t) = 0 and g(sy; t) > 0 for each t 2 [0; T ],
Case 4 : g(0; t) = 0 and g(sy; t) = 0 for each t 2 [0; T ].
(Note that we do not consider the other cases such as g(0; t) 6 0 but
g(0; t0) = 0 for some t0 2 [0; T ] or g(sy; t) 6 0 but g(sy; t1) = 0 for some
t1 2 [0; T ].)
(H2) 0 2 L1loc((0; sy) [0; T ]), 0(s; t)  0 a.e. (s; t) 2 ST .
(H3) A is the innitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup
fT (t) j t  0g in X.
(H4) M; B 2 L1(ST ;L(X)), where L(X) is the space of all bounded linear
operators in X.
(H5) f 2 L1(ST ;X), C 2 L1(0; T ;X), and p0 2 L1(0; sy;X).
We extend the function g(s; t) on R [0; T ] by taking g(s; t) = g(0; t) for
(s; t) 2 ( 1; 0) [0; T ] and g(s; t) = g(sy; t) for (s; t) 2 (sy;1). Then, it is
shown that g has the following Lipschitz property:
jg(s1; t)  g(s2; t)j  Lgjs1   s2j for s1; s2 2 R; t 2 [0; T ]:
Thus the characteristic curve s(t) =: '(t; t0; s0) through (s0; t0) 2 R [0; T ]
is dened by the unique solution of the dierential equation
d
dt
s(t) = g(s(t); t); t 2 [0; T ]; s(t0) = s0 2 R: (4)
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Let z0(t) := '(t; 0; 0) and z1(t) := '(t;T; sy). Then the following holds
corresponding to the four cases in (H1).
1. In Case 1, it follows that z0(t) > 0 for t > 0 and z1(t) < sy for t < T .
For (s; t) 2 ST satisfying s  z0(t), there exists a unique 0 2 [0; T ]
satisfying the relation
'(0; t; s) = 0; or equivalently, '(t; 0; 0) = s: (5)
Then the initial time 0(t; s) for (s; t) 2 ST is dened by
0(t; s) =
(
0; s  z0(t);
0; s > z0(t):
(6)
Similarly, for (s; t) 2 ST satisfying s  z1(t), there exists a unique
1 2 [0; T ] such that
'(1; t; s) = sy or equivalently, '(t; 1; sy) = s: (7)
Then the nal time 1(t; s) for (s; t) 2 ST is dened by
1(t; s) =
(
1; s  z1(t);
T; s < z1(t):
(8)
2. In Case 2, it follows that z0(t) > 0 for t > 0 and z1(t)  sy. In this
case, there is no 1 2 [0; T ] satisfying (7) unless s = sy and the nal
time is dened as 1(t; s) = T for (s; t) 2 ST satisfying s < sy. The
initial time 0(t; s) is dened as (6) for (s; t) 2 ST .
3. In Case 3, z0(t)  0, z1(t) < sy for t < T . In this case, there is no
0 2 [0; T ] satisfying (5) unless s = 0 and the initial time is dened as
0(t; s) = 0 for (s; t) 2 ST such that s > 0. The nal time 1(t; s) is
dened as (8) for (s; t) 2 ST .
4. In Case 4, z0(t)  0, z1(t)  sy. In this case, the nal time is dened
as 1(t; s) = T for (s; t) 2 ST such that s < sy and the initial time is
dened as 0(t; s) = 0 for (s; t) 2 ST such that s > 0.
Remark 2.1. In Case 3 or Case 4, there is no reproduction process since
every characteristic curve starts from time t = 0, and so the boundary con-
dition described by the second equation in (3) is ignored and we read (3)
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as
@tp+ @s(g(s; t)p) = [A  0(s; t)I  M(s; t)]p(s; t) + f(s; t);
a.e. (s; t) 2 ST ;
p(s; 0) = p0(s); a.e. s 2 (0; sy):
9>=>; (9)
3. Mild solutions
For  2 L1loc((0; sy) [0; T ]), we set
(; u; t; s) = exp
Z 
u
('(; t; s); ) d

; 8; u 2 [0; 1] (10)
for (s; t) 2 ST , where 0 := 0(t; s) and 1 := 1(t; s). Suppose now that
p(s; t) satises (3) in a strict sense. For (s; t) 2 ST , put
u(; t; s) := (; 0; t; s)p('(; t; s); ) for  2 (0; 1): (11)
Putting s() = '(; t; s), we have
d
d
u(; t; s) = (; 0; t; s)

@tp(s(); ) + @sp(s(); )g(s(); )

+(; 0; t; s)(s(); )p(s(); )
= (; 0; t; s)
A M(s(); )p(s(); )
+ (; 0; t; s)

(s(); )  0(s(); )  @sg(s(); )

p(s(); )
+ (; 0; t; s)f(s(); ):
(12)
Taking (s; t) = 0(s; t) + @sg(s; t) in (12) leads to
d
d
u(; t; s) = [A M(s(); )]u(; t; s) + (; 0; t; s)f(s(); ): (13)
We then employ a mild solution u(; t; s) 2 C([0; 1];X) to (13) dened by
the variation of constants formula:




T (   )
h





for  2 [0; 1]. In Case 1 or Case 2, for a.e. s 2 (0; z0(t)), it follows from
(11) and (14) that
(t; 0; t; s)p(s; t) = u(t; t; s)





 M(s(); )(; 0; t; s)p(s(); )
+ (; 0; t; s)f(s(); )
i
d;
where 0 := 0(t; s). Then since  is dened by (10), we have











T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)
h
 M(s(); )p(s(); ) + f(s(); )
i
d
for a.e. s 2 (0; z0(t)). Similarly, it follows from (14) that




T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)
h
 M(s(); )p(s(); ) + f(s(); )
i
d
for a.e. s 2 (z0(t); sy). For simplicity, we set
Fp(t) := C(t) +
Z sy
0
B(s; t)p(s; t) ds; (15)
Gp(s; t) :=  M(s; t)p(s; t) + f(s; t): (16)
Recall that (s; t) := 0(s; t) + @sg(s; t). From above consideration, we will
dene a mild solution to (3) as follows.
Denition 3.1. (In Case 1 or Case 2) By a mild solution to (3), we
mean a function p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) satisfying the following relation:
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for a.e. t 2 (0; T ),
p(s; t) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:





T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)Gp('(; t; s); ) d
a:e: s 2 (0; z0(t));




T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)Gp('(; t; s); ) d
a:e: s 2 (z0(t); sy);
(17)
where 0 = 0(t; s) is dened by (6);
(In Case 3 or Case 4) By a mild solution to (3) (or precisely, (9)), we
mean a function p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) satisfying the following relation:




T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)Gp('(; t; s); ) d a:e: (s; t) 2 ST :
Remark 3.1. If p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) is a mild solution to (3), then it
is continuous along the characteristic curve '(; t; s) for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST . In
fact, for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST satisfying s 2 (0; z0(t)),





T (   ) (; ; t; s)Gp('(; t; s); ) d
(18)
and for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST satisfying s 2 (z0(t); sy),




T (   ) (; ; t; s)Gp('(; t; s); ) d:
(19)
Here we used the relation 0(; '(; t; s)) = 0(t; s) and '(; ; '(; t; s)) =
'(; t; s). In (18) and (19), the right hand sides are continuos in  from
[0(t; s); 1(t; s)] into X.
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We now introduce a class of functions which are X-valued Ck functions
along characteristic curves (k = 0; 1;    ):
Ck'(ST ;X) :=
8><>: p 2 L1(ST ;X)

 7! p('(; t; s); ) is a Ck function
from (0(t; s); 1(t; s)) into X
for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST
9>=>; :
Note that Remark 3.1 says that any mild solution of (3) belongs to C0'(ST ;X).
Next, we shall consider a dierentiability property of mild solutions. The
derivative along the characteristic curve ' is dened by





p('(t+ h; t; s); t+ h)  p(s; t) in X
Note that the following relation:













p('(; t; s); )
Then we have the following characterization of mild solutions.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that A is the generator of an analytic semigroup.
Let (s; t) := 0(s; t) + @sg(s; t). In Case 1 or Case 2, any mild solution
p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) of (3) satises p 2 C1'(ST ;X) and
D'p(s; t) = Ap(s; t)  (s; t)p(s; t) M(s; t)p(s; t) + f(s; t);
a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ;
g(0; t)p(0; t) = C(t) +
Z sy
0
B(s; t)p(s; t) ds; a:e: t 2 (0; T );
p(s; 0) = p0(s); a:e: s 2 (0; sy);
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(20)
where p(0; t) and p(s; 0) are understood as the limit along the characteristic
curve:
p(0; t) := lim
!t
p('(; t; 0); ) in X a:e: t 2 (0; T );
p(s; 0) := lim
!+0
p('(; 0; s); ) in X a:e: s 2 (0; sy):
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Conversely, if p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X))\C1'(ST ;X) satises (20), then p is
a mild solution to (3). In Case 3 or Case 4, the similar facts hold without
the second equation in (20).
Proof. We prove the theorem just in Case 1 or Case 2. For a.e. (s; t) 2 ST
satisfying s 2 (0; z0(t)), the relation (18) holds. Since fT (t) j t  0g is
an analytic semigroup, we nd that the right hand side of (18) is contin-
uously dierentiable in  as a mapping from (0; 1) into X and we nd
p('(; t; s); ) 2 D(A) and
D'p('(; t; s); ) =
d
d
p('(; t; s); )
= AT (   0) (; 0; t; s) Fp(0)
g(0; 0)
  ('(; t; s); )T (   0) (; 0; t; s) Fp(0)
g(0; 0)








('(; t; s); )T (   ) (; ; t; s)Gp('(; t; s); ) d
= Ap('(; t; s); )  ('(; t; s); )p('(; t; s); ) +Gp('(; t; s); )
(21)
for all  2 (0; 1). For a.e. (s; t) 2 ST satisfying s 2 (z0(t); sy), the relation
(19) holds. Again, since fT (t) j t  0g is an analytic semigroup, the right
hand side of (19) is continuously dierentiable in  as a mapping from (0; 1)
into X and we nd that p('(; t; s); ) 2 D(A) and
D'p('(; t; s); ) =
d
d
p('(; t; s); )
= Ap('(; t; s); )  ('(; t; s); )p('(; t; s); ) +Gp('(; t; s); )
(22)
for all  2 (0; 1). Furthermore, it follows from (18) and (19) that p satises
p(0; t) := lim
!t
p('(; t; 0); ) =
Fp(t)
g(0; t)
a.e. t 2 (0; T ). (23)
p(s; 0) := lim
!+0
p('(; 0; s); ) = p0(s); a.e. s 2 (0; sy). (24)
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(21), (22), (23) and (24) show that the mild solution p satises (20). Con-
versely, suppose that p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) \ C1'(ST ;X) satises (20).
Let w(; t; x) := p('(; t; s); ) for a.e.  2 (0; T ) and a.e. (s; t) 2 ST . Then
d
d
w(; t; s) = D'p('(; t; s); )
= Aw(; t; s)  ('(; t; s); )w(; t; s) +Gp('(; t; s); ):
(25)
The solution of (25) on [0; t] can be written as a variation-of-constants for-
mula




T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)Gp('(; t; s); ) d:
Since w(t; t; s) = p(s; t), w(0; t; s) = p(0; 0) = Fp(0)=g(0; 0) by the second
equation of (20), and w(0; t; s) = p0('(0; t; s)), we nd that p is a mild
solution of (3).
For positivity, we need the following characterization.
Proposition 3.2. Let  2 R be given. Let (s; t) := 0(s; t) + @sg(s; t). A
function p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) is a mild solution of (3) if and only if the
following hold:
(In Case 1 or Case 2) for a.e. t 2 (0; T ),
p(s; t) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:










d a:e: s 2 (0; z0(t));




e (t )T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)[Gp(s(); )
+ p(s(); )] d a:e: s 2 (z0(t); sy);
(26)
where 0 = 0(t; s) and s() = '(; t; s);
(In Case 3 or Case 4) for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST ,




e (t )T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)[Gp(s(); ) + p(s(); )] d;
(27)
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where s() = '(; t; s).
Proof. Let p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) be a mild solution to (3). As in (11),
put u(; t; s) := (; 0; t; s)p('(; t; s); ) for  2 [0; 1]. Then u(; t; s) 2
C([0; 1];X) as in Theorem 3.1 and it is shown that u(; t; s) satises (14),
which means that u(; t; s) is a mild solution to (13). It is known from the
abstract theory of evolution equations (see e.g. [14, Thm. B.22] that u(; t; s)




u(; t; s) d 2 D(A) and
u(; t; s) = u(0; t; s) +A
Z 
0





(; 0; t; s)Gp(s(); ) d
(28)
for  2 [0; 1], where s() := '(; t; s). It is obvious that (28) can be written
as
u(; t; s) = u(0; t; s) + (A  I)
Z 
0





(; 0; t; s)[Gp(s(); ) + p(s(); )] d




u(; t; s) = (A  I)u(; t; s)
+ (; 0; t; s)[Gp(s(); ) + p(s(); )]:
(29)
Hence u(; t; s) is also a mild solution to (29). Recall that A   I is the
innitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup fe tT (t) j t  0g.
Then, u(; t; s) is written by




e (t )T (t  )(; 0; t; s)[Gp(s(); ) + p(s(); )] d (30)
for  2 [0; 1]. From (30), we can deduce that p satises (26) in Case 1 or
Case 2, and (27) in Case 3 or Case 4. The converse is also true.
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4. Existence results
Let X be an ordered Banach space with positive cone X+, that is, X+
is a convex cone with vertex 0 and the order relation x  x0 is dened by
x0 x 2 X+ for x; x0 2 X. For positivity of solutions, we impose the following
conditions.
(H6) The semigroup fT (t) j t  0g generated by A is a positive semigroup
in X, that is, T (t)X+  X+ for t  0.
(H7) The operator B(s; t) in (H4) is a positive operator, i.e., B(s; t)X+  X+
for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST .
(H8) f 2 L1(ST ;X+), C 2 L1(0; T ;X+), and p0 2 L1(0; sy;X+).
Concerning the existence of mild solutions, we have
Theorem 4.1. In addition to (H1){(H5), we assume (H6){(H8) hold. Then
there exists a unique mild solution p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) to (3), which
satises p(s; t) 2 X+ a.e. (s; t) 2 ST and
kp(; t)kL1(0;sy;X)  eCT kp0kL1(0;sy;X) + kCkL1(0;T ;X) + kfkL1(ST ;X)	 (31)
for some eCT > 0 depending on kBkL1(ST ;L(X)) and kMkL1(ST ;L(X)) as well
as M , !, T .
Proof. We prove the theorem only for Case 1 or Case 2. For Case 3 or
Case 4, we just ignore the case s 2 (0; z0(t)) and the others are the same.
Set ET;+ := L
1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X+)). Put  = kMkL1(ST ;L(X)) and dene
the mapping K on ET;+ by
[Kp](s; t) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:





e (t )T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)[Gp(s(); )
+ p(s(); )] d a:e: s 2 (0; z0(t));




e (t )T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)[Gp(s(); )
+ p(s(); )] d a:e: s 2 (z0(t); sy);
(32)
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where 0 := 0(t; s), s() := '(; t; s) and (s; t) := 0(s; t) + @sg(s; t).
In view of Proposition 3.2, we will seek a xed point of K. To do this,
we will show that K maps ET;+ into itself and that K is a contraction
mapping in ET;+. First, note that [Kp](s; t) 2 X+ for p 2 ET;+ by the
































ke (t )T (t  ) (t; ; t; s)Gp;(s(); )kX d ds;
where Gp;(s; t) is dened by
Gp;(s; t) = Gp(s; t) + p(s; t):
Recall that the semigroup fT (t)g satises kT (t)kX Me!tkkX for  2 X
for some M  0 and ! 2 R. For K1(t), we use change of variable from s to









For K3(t), use change of variable from s to  by  = '(0; t; s). Since ds=d =




ke tT (t)p0()kX 0(t; 0; 0; ) d Me!Tkp0kL1(0;sy;X):
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To estimate K2(t) + K4(t), we use Fubini's theorem and change of vari-
able from s to  by  = '(; t; s). Noting that ds=d = @sg(t; ; t; s) =



















Here we have used the relation 0(t; ) =  ()  = '(t; ; 0) in the rst
equality in (33). From (15), (16), and the assumptions (H2), (H3), we nd
that
kFp()kX  kC()kX + kBkL1(ST ;L(X))kp(; )kL1(0;sy;X):
kGp;(; )kL1(0;sy;X)  2kp(; )kL1(0;sy;X) + kf(; )kL1(0;sy;X):
Hence we have
kKp(; t)kL1(0;sy;X)  eCTnZ t
0
kp(; )kL1(0;sy;X) d
+ kp0kL1(0;sy;X) + kCkL1(0;T ;X) + kfkL1(ST ;X)
o (34)
for some constant eCT > 0 depending on kBkL1(ST ;L(X)), kMkL1(ST ;L(X)),
M , !, and T . In particular, Kp 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) and we nd that
Kp 2 ET;+. Next, as usual, we introduce an equivalent norm
kpk := ess supt2(0;T ) e tkp(; t)kL1(0;sy;X)
in L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) for  > 0. Let p1, p2 2 ET;+. Considering p :=
p1 p2, by linearity, Kp satises (32) with p0  0, C(t)  0, f(s; t)  0 and
hence by (34), we have
e tkKp1(; t) Kp2(; t)kL1(0;sy;X)
 eCT e t Z t
0





This implies that K is a contraction in ET;+ if  > 0 is taken large enough.
Thus, there exists a unique xed point p in ET;+ of K. Since the xed point
p satises (34) with Kp(; t) = p(; t), using Gronwall's lemma, the estimate
(31) is obtained.
Remark 4.1. (i) Notice that if we just assume (H1){(H5) without positiv-
ity, then (3) still admits a unique mild solution p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X))
satisfying the estimate (31).
(ii) If A is the generator of an analytic semigroup, then by virtue of The-
orem 3.1, the mild solution p(s; t) obtained by Theorem 4.1 is dierentiable
along the characteristic curves and satises (20).
Next, we shall consider the boundedness property of mild solutions.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose M(s; t) = 0, the zero operator in L(X) for a.e.
(s; t) 2 ST . Suppose that f 2 L1(ST ;X+), C 2 L1(0; T ;X+), and p0 2
L1(0; sy;X+). Then the mild solution p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X+)) obtained
by Theorem 4.1 satises p 2 L1(ST ;X+) and the following estimate holds:
(in Case 1 or Case 2)






where eC1T > 0 is a constant depending on Lg > 0, gT := mint2[0;T ] g(0; t) > 0,kBkL1(ST ;L(X)), sy and T > 0;
(in Case 3 or Case 4)








Remark 4.2. If no positivity conditions on f , C, and p0 are assumed, the
same assertions hold for the corresponding mild solution without positivity.
Proof. Let p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X+)) be the mild solution obtained by
Theorem 4.1. Note that since M(s; t) = 0, we have Gp(s; t) = f(s; t). In
Case 1 or Case 2, it follows from (17) that for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST satisfying
s 2 (0; z0(t)),












and for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST satisfying s 2 (z0(t); sy),








From (15), it is easy to see that
kFp(0)kX  kCkL1(0;T ;X) + kBkL1(ST ;L(X))kp(; 0)kL1(0;sy;X); (39)
Note that by the estimate (31) in Theorem 4.1 and by the hypotheses of this
proposition, we obtain
kp(; t)kL1(0;sy;X)






where eC 0T is a constant depending on kBkL1(ST ;L(X)), sy and T > 0. Then
combining (37), (38) with (39) and (40), we see the estimate (35) holds and
consequently, we nd p 2 L1(ST ;X).
In Case 3 or Case 4, since z0(t)  0, (36) is nothing but (38).
As mentioned above, we denote by x  x0 the order relation dened by
x0   x 2 X+ for x; x0 2 X. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, the
following comparison result holds.
Theorem 4.3. Assume that (H1){(H6) hold. Let Bi, Mi, fi, Ci, and p0i
satisfy (H7){(H8) for i = 1; 2. Suppose that
B1(s; t)x  B2(s; t)x; a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ; 8x 2 X+;
M1(s; t)x M2(s; t)x; a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ; 8x 2 X+;
f1(s; t)  f2(s; t); a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ;
C1(t)  C2(t); a:e: t 2 (0; T );
p01(s)  p02(s); a:e: s 2 (0; sy):
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
(41)
Let p1, p2 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) be the corresponding mild solutions to (3).
Then we have p1(s; t)  p2(s; t) for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST .
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Proof. Let w(s; t) = p2(s; t)   p1(s; t). Then from denition of the mild
solution, it is easily seen that w is a mild solution to (3) corresponding to
B(s; t) := B2(s; t);
M(s; t) :=M2(s; t);




fB2(s; t)p1(s; t)  B1(s; t)p1(s; t)g ds+ C2(t)  C1(t);
p0(s) := p02(s)  p01(s):
By (41), the positivity of the mild solution in Theorem 4.1, w satises
w(s; t) 2 X+, and hence the assertion holds.
Combining Theorem 4.3 with Proposition 4.2, we obtain the following
boundedness property of mild solutions.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a Banach lattice with positive cone X+. Assume that
f 2 L1(ST ;X+), C 2 L1(0; T ;X+), and p0 2 L1(0; sy;X+). Then any mild
solution p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X+)) belongs to L1(ST ;X+) and satises the
same estimate as in (35) in Case 1 or Case 2, and (36) in Case 3 or Case 4.
Proof. Let p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X+)) be a mild solution corresponding to
B(s; t) := kBkL1(ST ;L(X))I;
M(s; t) := 0;
f(s; t) := kf(; t)kL1(0;sy;X)1;
C(t) := kCkL1(0;T ;X)1;
p0(s) := kp0kL1(0;sy;X)1;
where I is the identity operator in L(X), 0 is the zero operator in L(X) and
1 is the unit vector in X. Then Theorem 4.3 implies 0  p(s; t)  p(s; t) for
a.e. (s; t) 2 ST . Since X is a Banach lattice, we have kp(s; t)kX  kp(s; t)kX
for a.e. (s; t) 2 ST . By Proposition 4.2, we know p 2 L1(ST ;X) and p
satises the estimate (35) in Case 1 or Case 2, and (36) in Case 3 or Case 4.
Hence so does p.
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5. Dual problems
Let X be the dual space of X. The bracket hp; i means the dual pair for
p 2 X and  2 X. Let A be the adjoint operator of A. Then the following
holds:
hAp; i = hp;Ai for p 2 D(A) and  2 D(A);
where
D(A) = f 2 X j 9 2 X such that hAp; i = hp; i for all p 2 D(A)g:
Recall that if X is reexive, then D(A) is dense in X and A is the gen-
erator of the adjoint semigroup fT (t) j t  0g in X. See e.g. [13]. Let
M(s; t) and B(s; t) be the adjoint operators for M(s; t) and B(s; t) for
a.e. (s; t) 2 ST , respectively. Note that B, M 2 L1(ST ;L(X)) since
kB(s; t)kL(X) = kB(s; t)kL(X) and kM(s; t)kL(X) = kM(s; t)kL(X). We
consider the following problem:
(In Case 1 or Case 3) Given f  2 L1(ST ;X), nd  2 L1(ST ;D(A))\
C1'(ST ;X
) which satises
D'(s; t) +A(s; t) M(s; t)(s; t) + B(s; t)(0; t) = f (s; t);
a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ;
(sy; t) := lim
h!+0
('(t  h; t; sy); t  h) = 0; a:e: t 2 (0; T );
(s; T ) := lim
h!+0
('(T   h;T; s); T   h) = 0; a:e: s 2 (0; sy):
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(42)
(In Case 2 or Case 4) Given f  2 L1(ST ;X), nd  2 L1(ST ;D(A))\
C1'(ST ;X
) which satises
D'(s; t) +A(s; t) M(s; t)(s; t) + B(s; t)(0; t) = f (s; t);
a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ;
(s; T ) := lim
h!+0
('(T   h;T; s); T   h) = 0; a:e: s 2 (0; sy):
9>=>; (43)
Let g(s; t) := g(sy s; T   t) for (s; t) 2 ST . Then g satises (H1). Dene
the characteristic curve '(t; t0; s0) through (s0; t0) for the function g by the
solution s(t) of
s0(t) = g(s(t); t); t 2 [0; T ]; s(t0) = s0:
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Note that the following relation holds:
'(t; t0; s0) = sy   '(T   t; t0; s0):
Note also that if g(s; t) satises Case 1 or Case 4, then g(s; t) satises Case 1
or Case 4, respectively, and if g(s; t) satises Case 2 or Case 3, then g(s; t)
satises Case 3 or Case 2, respectively.
Let (s; t) := (sy   s; T   t). Then we have














[('(T   t  h; t; s); T   t  h)  (sy   s; T   t)]
=  D'(sy   s; T   t):
Hence, in Case 1 or 3, the problem (42) is reduced to
D'(s; t) = A(s; t) M(s; t)(s; t) + B(s; t)(sy; t)  f (s; t)
a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ;
(0; t) = 0 a:e: t 2 (0; T )
(s; 0) = 0 a:e: s 2 (0; sy)
9>>>>=>>>>; (44)
and in Case 2 or Case 4, the problem (43) is reduced to
D'(s; t) = A(s; t) M(s; t)(s; t) + B(s; t)(sy; t)  f (s; t)
a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ;
(s; 0) = 0 a:e: s 2 (0; sy)
where
M(s; t) =M(sy   s; T   t);
B(s; t) = B(sy   s; T   t);
f

(s; t) = f (sy   s; T   t):
Let X be a Banach lattice with positive cone X+. Then its dual X
 is a Ba-
nach lattice with positive cone X+ := f 2 X j hp; i  0; 8p 2 X+g. Fur-
thermore, L1(ST ;X) is a Banach lattice with positive cone L
1(ST ;X+) and
its dual space L1(ST ;X) is a Banach lattice with positive cone L1(ST ;X+).
For the dual problem we have the following:
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Theorem 5.1. Assume that X is a reexive Banach lattice and A is the
generator of an analytic semigroup in X. Then for any f  2 L1(ST ;X)
satisfying  f (s; t) 2 X+, there exists a unique  2 L1(ST ;D(A) \X+) \
C1'(ST ;X
) which satises (42) in Case 1 or Case 3, and (43) in Case 2 or
Case 4, respectively.
Proof. We rst consider the cases g(s; t) satises Case 1 or Case 3. In
these cases, note that g(s; t) satises Case 1 or Case 2, respectively. Let
E+ = L
1(ST ;D(A)\X+)\C1'(ST ;X). For given  2 E+, we consider the
following problem:
D'(s; t) = A(s; t) M(s; t)(s; t) + B(s; t)(sy; t)  f (s; t)
a:e: (s; t) 2 ST ;
(0; t) = 0 a:e: t 2 (0; T );
(s; 0) = 0 a:e: s 2 (0; sy);
9>>>>=>>>>; (45)
where (sy; t) := limh!+0 ('(t  h; t; sy); t h). Recall that the ajoint semi-
group fT (t) j t  0g becomes an analytic semigroup (e.g. [2, Prop. 1.2.3]),
and it is easily seen that fT (t) j t  0g is a positive semigroup. Note that
(45) has the same structure as (20) considering
(s; t) := @sg(s; t);
M(s; t) :=M(s; t)  @sg(s; t);
f(s; t) := B(s; t)(sy; t)  f (s; t);
C(t) := 0; B(s; t) := 0; p0(s) := 0:
Then Theorems 31 and 4.4 combined with Theorem 3.1 as well as Remark 4.1
imply that the problem (45) admits a unique solution  2 E+ and by (35),
the following estimate holds:
k(s; t)kX  eC;1T Z t
0
kB(s; t)(sy; t)  f (s; t)kL1(0;sy;X); (46)
where eC;1T > 0 is a constant depending on Lg > 0, mint2[0;T ] g(0; t) > 0,
sy and T > 0. Put [Z](s; t) = (s; t). Then Z maps E+ into itself. Let




:= 0. Then by the estimate of (46), we obtain
ke(s; t)kX  eC;1T Z t
0
kB(; )e(sy; )kL1(0;sy;X) d
 eC;1T kBkL1(ST ;L(X)) Z t
0
ke(; )kL1(0;sy;X) d; (47)
As usual, we introduce the norm on L1(ST ;X) by
kk1; := ess supt2(0;T ) e tk(; t)kL1(0;sy;X)
for  > 0, which is equivalent to the original norm. Then, it follows from
(47) that
kZk1; = kek1;  eC;1T kBkL1(ST ;L(X))

kek1;
Taking  > 0 large enough, Z is shown to be a contraction mapping from
E+ into itself and (44) admits a unique solution  2 E+. Hence the dual
problem (42) has a unique solution  2 L1(ST ;D(A) \X+) \ C1'(ST ;X).
Next, if g(s; t) satises Case 2 or Case 4, then g(s; t) satises Case 3 or
Case 4, respectively. In these cases, we just consider (45) without the second
equation. The rest of the proof is the same.
Corollary 5.2. Assume that X is a reexive Banach lattice and A is the
generator of an analytic semigroup in X. Then for f  2 L1(ST ;X), there
exists  2 L1(ST ;D(A)) \ C1'(ST ;X) which satises (42) in Case 1 or
Case 3, and (43) in Case 2 or Case 4, respectively.
Proof. For f  2 L1(ST ;X), write f  = f +   f   with the positive part f +
and the negative part f  . Put f

1 :=  f + and f 2 :=  f  . For f i (i = 1; 2),
by Theorem 5.1, there exists i 2 L1(ST ;D(A) \X+) \ C1'(ST ;X) which
satises (42) for f i instead of f
 in Case 1 or Case 3, and (43) for f i instead
of f  in Case 2 or Case 4, respectively. Hence by linearity,  :=  (1  2) =
2   1 becomes the desired function.
6. Weak solutions
In order to dene a weak solution to (3), we set two classes of test func-
tions corresponding with Case 1{Case4.
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(In Case 1 or Case 3) Let  denote the set of all  2 L1(ST ;D(A))\
C1'(ST ;X
) satisfying
D' +A  M(; ) + B(; )(0; ) 2 L1(ST ;X);
(sy; t) := lim
!t
('(; t; sy); ) = 0 a:e: t 2 (0; T );
(s; T ) := lim
h!+0
('(T   h;T; s); T   h) = 0 a:e: s 2 (0; sy):
(In Case 2 or Case 4) Let 0 denote the set of all  2 L1(ST ;D(A))\
C1'(ST ;X
) satisfying
D' +A  M(; ) + B(; )(0; ) 2 L1(ST ;X);
(s; T ) := lim
!T
('(;T; s); ) = 0 a:e: s 2 (0; sy):
Denition 6.1. (In Case 1 or Case 2) A function p 2 L1(ST ;X) is said
to be a weak solution to (3) if p satisesZ
ST




hp0(s); (s; 0)i ds+
Z T
0
hC(t); (0; t)i dt+
Z
ST
hf(s; t); (s; t)i dsdt
(48)
for any  2  in Case 1 ( 2 0 in Case 2, respectively);
(In Case 3 or Case 4) A function p 2 L1(ST ;X) is said to be a weak
solution to (3) if p satisesZ
ST




hp0(s); (s; 0)i ds+
Z
ST
hf(s; t); (s; t)i dsdt
for any  2  in Case 3 ( 2 0 in Case 4, respectively).
Proposition 6.1. If p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) is a mild solution of (3), then
p is a weak solution.
Proof. Let p 2 L1(0; T ;L1(0; sy;X)) be a mild solution of (3). Consider
rst the Case 1 or Case 2. Let  2  in Case 1 and  2 0 in Case 2,
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hf(s; t); (s; t)i dsdt
(49)
as h! +0. On the other hand, by changing variable from (s; t) to (y; ) by

























[('(   h;; y);    h)  (y; )]































hp(y; ); (y; )i dyd
=: I1(h) + I2(h)  I3(h)  I4(h);
(50)
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where Jh(y; ) =
@(s; t)
@(y; )
= @sg(   h; ; ; y) > 0 is the Jacobian. As














'(;   h; 0)  '(;; 0)
h'(;   h; 0)
Z '(; h;0)
0


















hp0(y); (y; 0)i dy: (54)



















hp0(s); (s; 0)i ds
(55)
as h! +0. From (49) and (55), we nd that (48) is satised and p is a weak
solution.
Next, consider the Case 3 or Case 4. Let  2  in Case 3 and  2 0 in
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hp(y; ); (y; )i dyd:
The rest of the arguments is same.
It is known that X := L1(ST ;X) is a Banach lattice with positive cone
X+ := L1(ST ;X+) and X is order complete if every order interval in X
is weakly compact. See [4]. Thus if we assume X is reexive, then X =
L1(ST ;X) is shown to be order complete. Then one can dene the signum
operator for p 2 X , denoted by sign p 2 L(X ) which satises the following
properties:
(i) (sign p)p = jpj,
(ii) j(sign p)qj  jqj for q 2 X ,
(iii) (sign p)q = 0 for q 2 X orthogonal to p.
Here jpj denotes the absolute value of p 2 X . See [12, C-I] for basic facts of
Banach lattice and signum operators. The dual space X  = L1(ST ;X) is a
Banach lattice with positive cone X + = L1(ST ;X+).
We are ready to show the uniqueness of weak solutions.
Theorem 6.2. Assume that X is a reexive Banach lattice and A is the
generator of an analytic semigroup in X. Then there exists at most one
weak solution to (3).
Proof. Let us consider Case 1 or Case 2 rst. Let p1 and p2 be two weak
solutions to (3). Then the dierence p := p1  p2 satises p 2 L1(ST ;X) andZ
ST
hp(s; t); D'(s; t) +A(s; t) M(s; t)(s; t) + B(s; t)(0; t)i dsdt = 0
(56)
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for any  2  in Case 1 ( 2 0 in Case 2, respectively). For any q 2 X , let
f  = (sign p)q 2 X  = L1(ST ;X), where (sign p) 2 L(X ) is the adjoint
of sign p 2 L(X ). By Corollary 5.2, there exists  2  in Case 1, and  2 0
in Case 2, respectively such that
D'(s; t) +A(s; t) M(s; t)(s; t) + B(s; t)(0; t) =  f (s; t);
a:e: (s; t) 2 ST :
Plugging this  into (56) yields
R
ST
hp(s; t); f (s; t)i dsdt = 0. This implies
hjpj; qiX ;X  = hp; f iX ;X  = 0. Hence we have jpj = 0 in X and so, kpkX =
kjpjkX = 0. Consequently, we have p1(s; t) = p2(s; t) holds for a.e. (s; t) 2
ST .
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